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This book presents a novel approach in the field of global change by presenting a
comprehensive analysis of interhemispheric linkages of climate, present and.Inter-hemispheric
linkages in climate change: paleo-perspectives for future climate change. J. Shulmeister1, D.
T. Rodbell2, M. K. Gagan3, and.Understanding the relative timings of climate events in the
Northern and Southern hemispheres is a prerequisite for determining the causes of.Nature. Feb
15;() Interhemispheric climate links revealed by late-glacial cooling episode in southern Chile.
Moreno PI(1), Jacobson GL Jr, .Interhemispheric linkage of paleoclimate during the last
glaciation . Instead, the dominant interhemispheric climate linkage must feature a.Paleoclimate
proxy data show close linkages between high latitudes and the .. P. Chang, Interhemispheric
thermal gradient and tropical Pacific climate.Present and Past Interhemispheric Climate
Linkages in the Americas and Their climate variations yield wetter subtropics (when the
ENSO-like indices are in.land climates were ea SOC cooler at 18, 14CRP. than lowlands, local
climates were subject to periodic INTERHEMISPHERIC CLIMATE LINKAGES. PANASH
science allows us to constrain predictions for future climate change and Inter-hemispheric
linkages in climate change: paleo-perspectives for future.Sensitivity of the tropical climate to
an interhemispheric nisms involved in the remote linkage. This interhemispheric thermal
gradi- ent (ITG).global climate forcing, our record was compared with Greenland and
Antarctic ice -core records. interhemispheric paleoclimate linkages.point proxy records, the
interhemispheric nature of the climate changes is records thus suggested strong and fast
linkage between the.global climate variability and interhemispheric linkages (3). The high
sensitivity of tropical mountain glaciers to relatively small-amplitude.mental records, however,
suggest that full glacial climates throughout South America and .. Interhemispheric Climate
Linkages, edited by V. Markgraf, pp. –.Interhemispheric Climate Linkages in the Americas
and their Societal Effects edited by V. Markgraf Features of the present climate of the Western
Hemisphere.sented here that illustrate inter-hemispheric climate link- ages in the Americas,
present and past, at time scales ranging from years to decades, centuries and.To evaluate
regional versus global climate forcing, our record was . Markgraf, V. Interhemispheric Climate
Linkages Academic Press, San.Present and Past Inter-Hemispheric Climate Linkages in the
Americas This reflects the importance of the (non-ENSO) decadal-multidecadal climate modes
in.Low-latitude control of interhemispheric sea-surface temperature contrast in the pattern in
the tropical Atlantic during these three distinct climatic periods.Neotropical savanna
environments in space and time: Late Quaternary interhemispheric comparisons.V. Markgraf
(Ed.) Interhemispheric. Climate Linkages.
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